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JOHN GRECO 

 
HOW TO REID MOORE 

 
Some years ago, G.E. Moore held up one hand and then another, and claimed to have thereby 

proved that external things exist.  Moore’s subsequent paper, “Proof of an External World,” has 

since evoked a variety or responses from philosophers, including bafflement, indignation, and 

sympathetic reconstruction.1   

 Philosophers have disagreed not only about the success of Moore’s alleged proof, but also over 

what Moore was trying to do in the first place.  For example, some have interpreted Moore as an 

ordinary language philosopher.  According to Norman Malcolm, “The essence of Moore’s technique 

of refuting philosophical statements consists in pointing out that these statements go against ordinary 

language.2  Alice Ambrose took a similar view: 

 
It is clear that Moore is in effect insisting on retaining conventions 
already established in the language about the usage of the words 
“know” and “believe,” and that the consequence of what he says is 
the preservation of the linguistic status quo.3 
 

As Barry Stroud points out, however, Moore effectively repudiates any such interpretation.  In 

Moore’s reply to Ambrose, he says flatly: “I could not have supposed that the fact that I have a hand 

proved anything as to how the expression ‘external objects’ ought to be used.”4 

 
 Stroud’s interpretation of Moore’s proof seems no more plausible, however.  According to him, 

the question as to whether we know anything about the external world can be taken in an internal or 

an external sense.  In the internal sense, the question can be answered from “within” one’s current 

knowledge—hence one can answer it by pointing out some things that one knows, such as that here 



 

is a hand.  In the external sense, however, the question is put in a “detached” and “philosophical” 

way. 

If we have the feeling that Moore nevertheless fails to answer the 
philosophical question about our knowledge of external things, as we 
do, it is because we understand that question as requiring a certain 
withdrawal or detachment from the whole body of our knowledge of 
the world.  We recognize that when I ask in that detached 
philosophical way whether I know that there are external things, I am 
not supposed to be allowed to appeal to other things I think I know 
about external things in order to help me settle the question.5 
 

According to Stroud, Moore’s proof is a perfectly good one in response to the internal question, but 

fails miserably in response to the external or “philosophical” question.  In fact, Stroud argues, 

Moore’s failure to respond to the philosophical question is so obvious that it cries out for an 

explanation—hence Malcolm’s and Ambroses’s ordinary language interpretations. Stroud offers a 

different explanation for Moore’s failure to address the philosophical question: “He [i.e. Moore] 

resists, or more probably does not even feel, the pressure towards the philosophical project as it is 

understood by the philosophers he discusses.”6 Or again, “we are left with the conclusion that 

Moore really did not understand the philosopher’s assertions in any way other than the everyday 

‘internal’ way he seems to have understood them.”7 The problem with this interpretation, of course, 

is that it makes Moore out to be an idiot.  Is it really possible that Moore, the great Cambridge 

philosopher, did not understand that other philosophers were raising a philosophical question? 

 I will opt for a more straightforward and more generous interpretation of what Moore is doing 

in his “Proof of and External World”—one on which it does not matter that Moore fails to answer 

the skeptic’s external question, or that Moore otherwise fails to answer the skeptic in a non-

question-begging way.  Namely, I will argue that Moore is following Thomas Reid on a variety of 

points, both epistemological and methodological. Moreover, I will argue that Moore and Reid are 

exactly right on all of these points.  Hence I will be offering not only an interpretation of Moore’s 

paper, but a defense of it as well.  



 

 My evidence for the proposed interpretation is, first, that we know that Moore was familiar with 

and admired Reid.8  Second, interpreting Moore as following Reid makes otherwise puzzling and 

dubious aspects of “Proof of an External World” both clearly intelligible and eminently plausible.  

Finally, the proposed interpretation shows how Moore’s “Proof of an External World” is related to 

other of Moore’s works, by showing how all of these fit into the context of a broader philosophical 

project. I will argue for my substantive thesis-- that the Reid-Moore position is correct-- largely by 

letting Reid speak for himself.  But I will also add my own two cents where appropriate, and at the 

end of the paper I will show how the position nicely addresses an issue in epistemology that has 

received recent attention. 

 Here is the interpretation in a nutshell: In giving his proof, Moore knows full well that the 

skeptic will not be satisfied with it.  Moore is not trying to give the skeptic something that he will be 

satisfied with.  Moore’s point, rather, is that we do not know that external things exist by proving it.  

On the contrary, we know that external things exist by perceiving them, and therefore the skeptic is 

misguided in wanting a proof in the first place.  When Moore gives his proof, therefore, his tongue 

is in his cheek.9  It is not that he doesn’t understand the skeptic’s question, or that he does not 

understand what the skeptic wants when he requests a proof that external things exist-- he 

understands perfectly well what the skeptic is requesting, and he is challenging a variety of 

assumptions behind that request. 

 In the remainder of the paper I will proceed as follows.  In Section 1 I will go over some salient 

aspects of Moore’s “Proof of and External World,” including some remarks regarding what he 

intends to be proving, the proofs themselves, and some remarks that Moore makes in response to 

anticipated objections.  In Section 2 I will discuss some epistemological principles from Reid, and in 

Section 3 I will discuss some methodological principles.  In Section 4, I will look at some objections 

to what I have said so far. In Section 5, I will apply the Reid-Moore position to an issue that has 



 

recently received attention in epistemology: Namely, how is it that one knows that one is not a brain 

in a vat?10 

 
1. Moore’s “Proof of an External World.” 

Moore tells us that he is able to prove that external things exist, and that, in fact, he can give us 

many such proofs. But what is meant by “external things”?  By way of explanation, Moore tells us 

that “external things” means “things external to our minds,” as opposed to “external to our bodies.” 

(128) Thus external things are “things which are to be met with in space,” our bodies included (129). 

Examples of such things would be “the bodies of men and of animals, plants, stars, houses, chairs, 

and shadows.” (136) If you can prove that any two such things exist, Moore says, you will ipso facto 

have proved that there are external things in the relevant sense. 

 Well, Moore thinks, that’s easy! 
 

I can prove now, for instance, that two human hands exist.  How?  
By holding up my two hands, and saying, as I make a certain gesture 
with the right hand, “Here is one hand,” and adding, as I make a 
certain gesture with the left, “and here is another.”  And if, by doing 
this, I have proved ipso facto the existence of external things, you will 
all see that I can also do it now in numbers of other ways: there is no 
need to multiply examples.  (144) 
 

Moore thinks he can also prove that external things have existed in the past. 
 

Here is one proof.  I can say: “I held up two hands above this desk 
not very long ago; therefore two hands existed not very long ago; 
therefore at least two external objects have existed some time in the 
past, Q.E.D.” (146) 
 

Let us now look at some remarks that Moore makes by way of elaboration, and by way of answering 

some anticipated objections to his proofs.  All of these remarks, I will argue, tie into points that we 

can find in Reid. 

 First, he insists that the first proof he gave is a “perfectly rigorous one.”  And indeed, “that it is 

perhaps impossible to give a better or more rigorous proof of anything whatever.” (144)  One thing 



 

that a proof requires is that one knows one’s premises.  But he certainly did know that here is one 

hand and here is another, Moore insists: “How absurd it would be to suggest that I did not know it.” 

(145) He says similar things regarding his second proof: “This is a perfectly good proof, provided I 

know what is asserted in the premiss.  But I do know that I held up my two hands above this desk not 

very long ago.  As a matter of fact, in this case you all know it too.  There’s no doubt whatever that I 

did.” (146. Moore’s emphasis) 

 Next, consider how Moore responds to philosophers who he “is perfectly well aware” will not 

be satisfied with his proofs.  One reason some will not be satisfied, Moore says, is because they want 

Moore to prove his premises; i.e., they want a proof that “Here’s one hand and here’s another.” 

Moore’s reply to this sort of dissatisfaction is important for the proposed interpretation. First, 

Moore admits that he has not given any such proof.  Second, he says that he does not think that any 

such proof can be given.  Here are Moore’s reasons for why such a proof is not possible. 

How am I to prove now that “Here’s one hand, and here’s another”?  
I do not believe I can do it.  In order to do it, I should need to prove 
for one thing, as Descartes pointed out, that I am not now dreaming. 
But how can I prove that I am not? (148) 
 

Moore’s next comments are especially interesting. 
 
I have, no doubt, conclusive reasons for asserting that I am not now 
dreaming; I have conclusive evidence that I am awake: but that is a 
very different thing from being able to prove it.  I could not tell you 
what all my evidence is; and I should require to do this at least, in 
order to give you a proof. (148) 
 

Finally, Moore considers one more source of dissatisfaction with his proofs: Some will think that if 

he has not proved his premises, then he does not know them at all.  This is a common view among 

philosophers, Moore thinks, but one that is clearly wrong: “I can know things, which I cannot prove; 

and among things which I certainly did know, even if (as I think) I could not prove them, were the 

premisses of my two proofs.”  (148) 



 

 Now it seem to me that everything Moore says in these passages is exactly right.  Moreover, we 

can better see that he is right by turning to various observations and arguments by Thomas Reid. 

 
2. Epistemological Principles in Reid. 

I have elsewhere described Reid as defending a moderate and broad foundationalism.11  His 

foundationalism is “moderate” in the sense that he does not require infallibility for knowledge.  

Neither does he require indefeasibility or irrevisabiltiy, or some other high-powered epistemic status.  

It is “broad” in the sense that Reid allows a wide variety of sources of both foundational and non-

foundational knowledge.  For Reid, introspective consciousness, perception, memory, testimony, 

deductive reasoning, and inductive reasoning are all possible sources of knowledge.  For present 

purposes, we may emphasize Reid’s point that demonstrative reasoning (or proving) is only one 

source of knowledge among many. Here, then, is the first principle on which Moore follows Reid. 

E1.  Not everything we know is known by proof. 
 
Reasoning in general is defined by Reid as follows.12 
 

Reasoning is the process by which we pass from one judgment to 
another, which is the consequence of it. . . .  In all reasoning, 
therefore, there must be a proposition inferred, and one or more 
from which it is inferred.  And this power of inferring, or drawing a 
conclusion, is only another name for reasoning; the proposition 
inferred being called the conclusion, and the proposition or 
propositions from which it is inferred, the premises. (Essays, 475) 
 

There are many kinds of reasoning, but the most important distinction, Reid thinks, is that between 

demonstrative and probable. (Essays,  476) A proof, then, would require demonstrative reasoning.   

But not everything that we know is known by proof, Reid insists.  In fact, not everything we know is 

known by reasoning in general, nor could it be.  Rather, reasoning in general “is like a telescope, 

which may help a man to see farther, who hath eyes; but, without eyes, a telescope shews nothing at 

all.”  In other words, reasoning in general, and demonstration in particular, needs premises.  Hence 

reasoning can extend knowledge, but we must admit other sources of knowledge as well. 



 

 The second epistemological principle on which Moore follows Reid is this: 
 
E2.  External objects are known by perception, not by proof. 
 
 First, perception gives us knowledge of external objects, or objects that exist even when no one is 

perceiving them. 

Ideas are said to be things internal and present, which have no 
existence but during the moment they are in the mind.  The objects 
of sense are things external, which have a continued existence. 
(Essays,  358)  

 
Second, perception does not involve proving, nor any kind of reasoning at all. 
 

If, therefore, we attend to that act of our mind which we call the 
perception of an external object of sense, we shall find in it these 
three things:-- First, Some conception or notion of the object 
perceived; Secondly, A strong and irresistible conviction and belief of 
its present existence; and, Thirdly, That this conviction and belief are 
immediate, and not the effect of reasoning. (Essays,  258) 
 
[I]t is not by a train of reasoning and argumentation that we come to 
be convinced of the existence of what we perceive; we ask no 
argument for the existence of the object, but that we perceive it; 
perception commands our belief upon its own authority, and disdains 
to rest its authority upon any reasoning whatsoever. (Essays,  259) 
 

 That is not to say that the perception of objects is never learned or acquired.  Most perception, 

Reid thinks, is acquired perception. (Inquiry, 185)  But even acquired perception is devoid of 

reasoning. 

This power which we acquire of perceiving things by our senses, 
which originally we should not have perceived, is not the effect of 
any reasoning on our part: it is the result of our constitution, and of 
the situations in which we happen to be placed. (Essays,  332)  

 
  Perception does not involve reasoning, because reasoning is grounded on prior beliefs acting as 

premises.  But perception is grounded in sensory experience, which produces a belief in the external 

object either by nature or by acquired habit. 

When I grasp an ivory ball in my hand, I feel a certain sensation of 
touch.  In the sensation there is nothing external, nothing corporeal.  
The sensation is neither round nor hard; it is an act of feeling of the 



 

mind, from which I cannot, by reasoning, infer the existence of any 
body.  But, by the constitution of my nature, the sensation carries 
along with it the conception and belief of a round hard body really 
existing in my hand. (Essays,  450) 
 
In acquired perception, the sign may be either a sensation, or 
something originally perceived.  The thing signified, is something 
which, by experience, has been found connected with that sign. 
(Essays,  332) 
 

Perceptual signs, Reid observes, become the grounds for belief without becoming objects of beliefs 

themselves.  For example, sensations are able to act as signs for external objects, even though the 

sensations themselves are not noticed at all. 

There is, no doubt, a sensation by which we perceive a body to be hard or 
soft. . . . We are so accustomed to use the sensation as a sign, and to pass 
immediately to the thing signified, that, as far as appears, it was never made 
an object of thought, either by the vulgar or by philosophers; nor has it a 
name in any language.  There is no sensation more distinct, or more frequent; 
yet it is never attended to, but passes through the mind instantaneously, and 
serves only to introduce that quality in bodies, which, by a law of our 
constitution, it suggests.  (Inquiry, 120) 

  
But if we don’t even think about sensations in the typical case, then we do not typically have beliefs 

about them, and they do not act as premises in our reasoning.  In other words, perception is not a 

kind of reasoning. 

 The third epistemological principle on which Moore follows Reid is this: 

E3. The evidence of sense is no less reasonable than that of demonstration. (Essays,  328) 
 
In other words, the evidence of reasoning (or demonstration, or proof) should not be privileged 

over the evidence of perception.13   Here Reid finds the skeptic about perception to be inconsistent. 

Reason, says the sceptic, is the only judge of truth, and you ought to 
throw off every opinion and every belief that is not grounded on 
reason.  Why, sir, should I believe the faculty of reason more than 
that of perception?—they came both out of the same shop, and were 
made by the same artist; and if he puts one piece of false ware into 
my hands, what should hinder him from putting another? (Inquiry, 
183) 
 



 

In fact, Reid observes, reason and perception are in the same boat with respect to their 

trustworthiness. 

The imagination, the memory, the judging and reasoning powers, are 
all liable to be hurt, or even destroyed, by disorders of the body, as 
well as our powers of perception; but we do not on this account call 
them fallacious. (Essays,  335) 
 
They are all limited and imperfect. . . .  We are liable to error and 
wrong judgment in the use of them all; but as little in the 
informations of sense as in the deductions of reasoning. (Essayss, 339) 
 
  

 Recall now Moore’s insisting that he knows the premises of his proof; i.e., that here is one hand 

and here is another.  Recall also that he claims to know this as well as anything: “I certainly did at the 

moment know that which I expressed by the combination of certain gestures with saying the words 

‘There is one hand and here is another.’ . . .  How absurd it would be to suggest that I did not know 

it, but only believed it, and that perhaps it was not the case!” (145, Moore’s emphasis) Here Moore is 

simply following Reid’s (E3) above: That the evidence of perception is perfectly good evidence, and 

not less than the evidence of, for example, mathematical demonstration.  Hence Moore’s reasoning 

from his perceptual knowledge is “perfectly rigorous” and “it is perhaps impossible to give a better 

or more rigorous proof of anything whatsoever.” (144) 

 The present interpretation also helps us to understand Moore’s comments regarding dreaming.  

Consider again the following passage. 

I have, no doubt, conclusive reasons for asserting that I am not now 
dreaming; I have conclusive evidence that I am awake: but that is a 
very different thing from being able to prove it.  I could not tell you 
what all my evidence is; and I should require to do this at least, in 
order to give you a proof. (148) 
 

The passage may be read like this: “I certainly know that I am not dreaming, because I can see that I 

am awake.  My conclusive evidence for my belief that I am awake and not dreaming is my sensory 

experience.  But I cannot give you that evidence—it is not propositional evidence, and so I cannot 



 

cite it as premises from which I can demonstrate that I am not dreaming, as I would have to do in 

order to prove it.”  

 Reid does not say exactly the same thing.  In one place Reid claims to know that he is not 

dreaming, but confesses that he does not know how he knows. (Inquiry, 107)  But the present 

position on how one knows that one is not dreaming, or how one knows that one is awake, is 

perfectly consistent with everything Reid does say.  

 In sum, Moore’s remarks in “Proof of an External World” are both intelligible and plausible in 

light of Reid’s three epistemological principles above.  All of those principles are perfectly correct in 

my view, and Moore’s remarks follow from them straightforwardly.  But Moore does not follow 

Reid only on epistemological points.  He also follows him on some important methodological points 

as well. 

 
3. Methodological Principles in Reid. 

Reid’s methodological principles concern how one should proceed in doing epistemology, and, in 

particular, how one should proceed in addressing the skeptic.  The first methodological principle I 

want to discuss is this: 

M1. One should not try to prove what is not known by proof. 
 
Reid gives us several reasons for adopting this principle.  First, reason is most open to error when in 

this sort of employment: “One is never in greater danger of transgressing against the rules of logic 

than in attempting to prove what needs no proof.” (Essays,  496)  In particular, Reid thinks, attempts 

by philosophers to prove the existence of external things have gone terribly wrong. “Des Cartes, 

Malebranche, and Locke, have all employed their genius and skill to prove the existence of a material 

world; and with very bad success.”  (Inquiry, 100) 

 Second, when one sees the fallacy of such arguments, one is apt to doubt that which was to be 

proved. 



 

When men attempt to deduce such self-evident principles from 
others more evident, they always fall into inconclusive reasoning: and 
the consequences of this has been, that others, such as Berkeley and 
Hume, finding the arguments brought to prove such first principles 
to be weak and inconclusive, have been tempted first to doubt of 
them, and afterwards to deny them.  (Essays, 231) 
 

 The last reason that we should not try to prove what is not known by proof, is that people who 

deny first principles are not fit to be reasoned with, and therefore reasoning is no remedy for the 

problem.  For example,  

by my senses, I perceive figure, colour, hardness, softness, motion, 
resistance, and such like things. . . .  If any man should think fit to 
deny that these things are qualities, or that they require any subject, I 
leave him to enjoy his opinion as a man who denies first principles, 
and is not fit to be reasoned with. (Essays, 232) 

 
 One should not try to prove that which is not known by proof.  But there are other strategies 

for responding to philosophers who deny first principles.  First, such principles can be “illustrated,” 

or can “be placed in a proper point of view.” (Essays, 231) Second, the denial of first principles is not 

only false, but absurd.  And this allows another strategy for responding to their denial. 

[T]o discountenance absurdity, Nature hath given us a particular 
emotion—to wit, that of ridicule—which seems intended for this 
very purpose of putting out of countenance what is absurd, either in 
opinion or practice. 
     This weapon, when properly applied, cuts with as keen an edge as 
argument.  Nature hath furnished us with the first to expose 
absurdity; as with the last to refute error.  Both are well fitted for 
their several offices, and are equally friendly to truth when properly 
used.  (Essays, 438) 

 
 Notice that Moore employs both strategies.  Hence he holds up his hands for all to see, placing 

two external objects “in a proper point of view.”  And he insists, “How absurd it would be to 

suggest that I did not know [that here is a hand], but only believed it, and that perhaps it was not the 

case!”  Moore goes on:  “You might as well suggest that I do not know that I am now standing up 

and talking—that perhaps after all I’m not, and that it’s not quite certain that I am!”   Of course, the 



 

skeptic would insist on just that, and Moore very well knows it.  He is ridiculing his skeptical 

opponents, as he was when he gave his proofs in the first place. 

 A second methodological principle that Moore adopts from Reid is this: 

M2.  Rather than trying to prove that external things exist, or that we know that external things 
exist, one should take a close look at the skeptic’s reasons for saying that we do not know. 
 
Reid and Moore have each been understood as simply insisting that we know what the skeptic 

denies that we know. But neither do this.  Rather, each is a brilliant critic of skeptical arguments.  

Thus Reid takes a careful look at numerous arguments from Berkeley, Hume and others skeptical 

philosophers, and offers sharp analyses of where they go wrong.  Moore does a little of this at the 

end of “Proof of an External World,” but much more so in “Four Forms of Scepticism.” In the 

latter paper, Moore offers devastating criticisms of several skeptical arguments from Bertrand 

Russell, by first disambiguating Russell’s claims, and then showing how each of Russell’s arguments 

rests on either a) an assumption that is implausible, b) an assumption that is clearly false, or c) a 

fallacy in reasoning. 14 

 Of course there is no guarantee that one will always be able to identify a mistake in the skeptic’s 

reasoning.  One must analyze skeptical arguments one at a time, and there is no guarantee that the 

next one will not be better than the last.  However, adopting Reid’s methodology turns the tables on 

the skeptic in a way that is absolutely essential in mounting a successful response to skepticism.  For 

the consequence of (M1) is that one gives up the impossible task of proving what is not known by 

proof.  The consequence of (M2) is that one replaces that task with something that is more 

promising.  There is still no guarantee that one wins this game, but at least there is no guarantee that 

one loses it. 

 Finally, Reid thinks that success at this new game is more than just promising.  For once the 

tables have been turned in this way, the skeptic incurs a heavy burden of proof.  This is directly 

related to the third methodological principle on which Moore follows Reid. 



 

M3. Common sense has defeasible authority over philosophical theory. 
 
Common sense, according to Reid, is a gift of nature.  It concerns that which we know immediately, 

by the natural operation of our cognitive powers, as opposed to that which is known only by special 

training or by reasoning.  Hence the knowledge of common sense is found universally among 

healthy human beings, and occurs at an early age.  In fact, Reid thinks,  it is reflected in the structure 

of all human languages. (Essays, 440) For present purposes, it is important to note that Reid closely 

associates common sense with the knowledge of first principles. 

We ascribe to reason two offices, or two degrees.  The first is to 
judge of things self-evident; the second to draw conclusions that are 
not self-evident from those that are.  The first of these is the 
province, and the sole province, of common sense. . . .  (Essays, 425) 
 
Such original and natural judgments are . . . a part of our constitution; 
and all the discoveries of our reason are grounded upon them.  They 
make up what is called the common sense of mankind; and, what is 
manifestly contrary to any of those first principles, is what we call 
absurd. (Inquiry, 209, Reid’s emphases) 
 

The first principles of common sense have a great authority.  Specifically, they have authority over 

speculation and theory, both in general and in philosophy in particular.  This is partly because 

speculation and theory are unreliable, as is demonstrated by the history of science.  “[Scientific] 

discoveries have always tended to refute, but not to confirm, the theories and hypotheses which 

ingenious men have invented.” (Essays,  235) 

 In philosophy, too, however, we should be weary of conjectures that contradict common sense.  

For example, Reid finds that Berkeley’s arguments against a material world rest on the following 

dubious assumption: that we can have no conception of anything unless there is some sensation in 

our minds that resembles it.  Reid observes that this hypothesis has wide currency among 

philosophers, “but it is neither self-evident, nor hath it been clearly proved.”  And therefore it is 

“more reasonable to call in question this doctrine of philosophers, than to discard the material 

world.” (Inquiry, 132)  For this reason, Reid thinks, it is legitimate to argue against a philosophical 



 

theory by invoking common sense.  In fact, in one place Reid uses arguments against Hume that are 

reminiscent of Moore’s proofs. Here the target is Hume’s thesis that the immediate object of thought 

is never an external object, but always some image or perception in the mind. 

. . . I beg leave to dissent from philosophy till she gives me reason for 
what she teaches.  For, though common sense and external senses 
demand my assent to their dictates upon their own authority, yet 
philosophy is not entitled to this privilege.  But, that I may not 
dissent from [Hume’s thesis] without giving a reason of my dissent:-- 
I see the sun when he shines; I remember the battle of Culloden; and 
neither of these objects is an image or perception.  (Essays,  302-3)  
 

 Reid does not think that common sense is infallible or that its first principles are indefeasible.  

On the contrary, it is possible to be mistaken regarding first principles.15  The point is rather that one 

needs a good reason for rejecting common sense in favor of a philosophical position.  Hence it is 

“more reasonable” to question Berkeley’s unsupported principle than to accept skepticism about the 

material world.  Moore makes a similar point at the end of “Four Forms of Scepticism.” 

What I want, however, finally to emphasize is this: Russell’s view that 
I do not know for certain that this is a pencil or that you are 
conscious rests, if I am right, on no less than four distinct 
assumptions. . . .   And what I can’t help asking myself is this: Is it, in 
fact, as certain that all these four assumptions are true, as that I do 
know that this is a pencil and that you are conscious?  I cannot help 
answering: It seems to me more certain that I do know that this is a 
pencil and that you are conscious, than that any single one of these 
four assumptions is true, let alone all four,”  (222, Moore’s emphases) 

  
Common sense has defeasible authority over philosophical theory.  To think the contrary is only 

philosophical arrogance, which is both misplaced and ill-advised. 

 Let us return now to Stroud’s interpretation of “Proof of an External World.”  According to 

Stroud, the question whether external things exist can be raised in an ordinary and “internal” sense, 

or in a philosophical and “external” sense.  However, Stroud thinks, Moore “resists, or probably 

does not even feel” the external sense that philosophers intend. 



 

 Our interpretation allows the following reply on behalf of Moore.  Remember, Moore’s paper is 

a response to Kant’s and other philosophers’ request for a proof that external things exist.  If we 

take that request in an internal sense, in which we are allowed to proceed from things that we know, 

then Moore agrees with Stroud that a) such a proof is easy, and b) that is of no consequence; i.e., it 

is of no importance philosophically.  The reason that it is of no consequence, Moore thinks, is that 

we do not know external things by proving their existence, but by perceiving them. If we take the 

request for a proof in the external sense, in which we are required to prove the thing in question 

without relying on any knowledge of the external world, then again Moore agrees with Stroud that a) 

such a proof is impossible.  However, Moore insists that b) this is still of no consequence.  And the 

reason it is of no consequence is the same as before: we do not know external things by proving 

their existence, but by perceiving them.  A failure to answer Stroud’s external question amounts to 

this: that we cannot prove the existence of external things from a set of premises restricted in a 

certain way.  But this is of no more consequence than that we cannot prove Euclid’s theorems from 

a set of axioms restricted in a certain way. Nor can we know mathematical truths by perception, nor 

truths about the present by memory.  Nothing follows from this, except that these are not the ways 

that we know such things. 

 
4. Some objections. 

In this section I want to consider two objections to what I have said so far.  The first is an objection 

to my claim that Moore is following Reid.  The second is an objection to the position that I have 

attributed to both Reid and Moore. 

 One might object to my interpretation of Moore as follows:  “You claim that in his response to 

skepticism, Moore is following Reid.  However, central to Reid’s rejection of skepticism is his 

rejection of the theory of ideas.  Reid thought, in fact, that the theory of ideas was sufficient to 

ground all of Berkeley’s and Hume’s skeptical conclusions.  But Moore accepts a sense-data theory 



 

about the perception of external things, and the sense-data theory is a version of the theory of ideas.  

Therefore, Moore’s response to skepticism cannot follow Reid.” 

 The problem with this objection is that it associates Moore’s sense-data theory of perception too 

closely with Reid’s theory of ideas.  When Reid talks about the theory of ideas, what he has in mind 

is a particularly strong version of representationalism.  According to that theory, external objects are 

not perceived directly, but only indirectly by means of ideas in the mind that resemble them. This 

account of perception, Reid thinks, is sufficient to entail skepticism about external things.16  It is not 

clear, however, that Moore’s commitment to sense-data commits him to this kind of 

representationalism about external things.  On the contrary, what Moore means by sense-data is 

“whatever are the direct objects of perception,” and he leaves it open as to whether such things are 

ideas or images in the mind, or the surfaces of external objects.17  So even though Moore thinks that 

we do not perceive hands directly, he thinks we might perceive the surfaces of hands directly, and 

the surfaces of hands are external objects on Moore’s view. 

 But even if Moore’s sense-data theory did commit him to representationalism about external 

things, it would still not commit him to the theory of ideas in the sense that Reid thinks is sufficient 

for skepticism.  For the theory of ideas constitutes a particularly strong version of 

representationalism—one where the representatives of external things must be resemblances, or 

images, or pictures of them.  And it is this stronger commitment, Reid thinks, that is essential to 

Berkeley’s and Hume’s skeptical arguments.  

Bishop Berkeley. . . concludes, that we can have no conception of an inanimate 
substance, such as matter is conceived to be, or of any of its qualities; and that there 
is the strongest ground to believe that there is no existence in nature but minds, 
sensations, and ideas. . . But how does this follow?  Why, thus; We can have no 
conception of anything but what resembles some sensation or idea in our minds; but 
the sensations and ideas in our minds can resemble nothing but the sensations and 
ideas in other minds; therefore, the conclusion is evident. (Inquiry, 131-2.) 

 
This argument can be reconstructed as follows. 
 



 

  1.  The only immediate objects of thought are ideas and sensations. 
 
  2.  All thought of other (mediate) objects must be by means of ideas or    
  sensations which represent them. 
 

3. In the case of external objects, the ideas or sensations which mediate our thought must be 
images or resemblances of those objects. 
 

  4.  No idea or sensation resembles any external object. 
 
Therefore, 
 
  5.  There is no thought or perception of external objects.   
 
Since Moore is not committed to either premise (3) or premise (4) of the above argument, he can 

reject the argument as well as Reid. 

 Reid thinks that there is another route by which the theory of ideas leads to skepticism, however, 

and we should see how Moore can respond to this one.  

When it is maintained that all we immediately perceive is only ideas or phantasms, 
how can we, from the existence of those phantasms, conclude the existence of an 
external world corresponding to them? 
     This difficult question seemed not to have occurred to the Peripatetics.  Des 
Cartes saw the difficulty, and endeavoured to find out arguments by which, from the 
existence of our phantasms or ideas, we might infer the existence of external objects.  
The same course was followed by Malenbranche, Arnauld, and Locke; But Berkeley 
and Hume easily refuted all their arguments, and demonstrated that there is no 
strength in them. (Essays, 357-58) 

 
This argument can be reconstructed as follows. 
 

1.  All knowledge is either non-inferential, or by means of an adequate inference from 
knowledge that is non-inferential. 

 
  2.  All non-inferential knowledge is about our ideas or sensations. 
 
Therefore, 
 
  3.  If we are to have knowledge of external objects, it must be by means of an   
  adequate inference from knowledge of our sensations. 
 
  4.  But there is no adequate inference from knowledge of our sensations to our   
  beliefs about external objects. 
 
Therefore, 



 

 
  5.  We can have no knowledge of external objects. 
 
Again, if sense-data can be the external surfaces of external objects, then Moore need not be 

committed to premise (2).  But even if sense-data are mental objects, Moore still does not have to 

accept premise (2).  For the thesis that external objects must be represented by mental objects does 

not commit one to the thesis that external objects must be inferred from mental objects.  In other 

words, representationalism does not commit one to an inferential theory of perception.18 

 It is true that Moore sometimes talks as if he thinks there is an inference from sense –data to the 

existence of external things.  For example, in “Four Forms of Skepticism” he says, “But I cannot 

help agreeing with Russell that I never know immediately such a thing as ‘That person is conscious’ 

or ‘This is a pencil’.” (221)  But Moore speaks very carefully about this issue, and it is important to 

pay attention to his hedges and qualifications.  For example, he says he agrees that if he does not 

know external things immediately, then his knowledge of them must be “in some sense” based on 

an inductive argument. (222) And he says of that conditional proposition, that “this must be true in 

some sense or other, though it seems to me terribly difficult to say exactly what that sense is.” (222) 

Nothing here commits Moore to the position that perception involves “reasoning” in the sense that 

Reid understands that term.  In other words, nothing here commits Moore to the thesis that 

perception involves a “process by which we pass from one judgment to another, which is the 

consequence of it,” or that it involves “a proposition inferred, and one or more from which it is 

inferred.”  On the contrary, it seems to me that what Moore says here and elsewhere is perfectly 

compatible with what Reid says in the following passage. 

Let a man press his hand against the table—he feels it hard. But what is 
the meaning of this?—The meaning undoubtedly is, that he hath a 
certain feeling of touch, from which he concludes, without any 
reasoning, or comparing ideas, that there is something external really 
existing, whose parts stick so firmly together, that they cannot be 
displaced without considerable force. 



 

    There is here a feeling, and a conclusion drawn from it, or some 
way suggested by it. . . . (Inquiry, 125) 

 
In short, perception involves a movement in thought from sensation to object.  But we need not 

conceive all movements in thought as involving an inference from one proposition to another, as in 

reasoning proper.  Hence Reid says that the sensation “suggests” an external object:  “I beg leave to 

make use of the word suggestion, because I know not one more proper, to express a power of the 

mind, which seems entirely to have escaped the notice of philosophers. . .” (Inquiry, 111)    

 The next objection I want to consider regards the adequacy of the position that I am attributing 

to both Reid and Moore.  Specifically, Reid and Moore agree that we know external things through 

perception rather than reasoning.  In Reid’s terminology, our knowledge that external things exist is 

a first principle, and therefore does not admit of proof.19 The objection, in short, is that this position 

is dogmatic. 

 But what does it mean to say that a position is “dogmatic,” or that it is “held dogmatically”?  

One thing that this might mean is that the person who holds the position is not willing to consider 

arguments against it.  However, we have seen that both Reid and Moore do consider skeptical 

arguments against their position—they consider skeptical arguments very carefully, and find them 

wanting.  Another thing that the charge could mean is that the position is held to be indefeasible: 

thus although one is willing to consider arguments against the position, one insists that no such 

argument could overturn it. However, we have seen that Reid thinks that his position is not 

indefeasible.  Specifically, what one takes to be a first principle might turn out not to be, and 

philosophers must be open to this possibility. 

Upon the whole, I acknowledge that we ought to be cautious that we 
do not adopt opinions as first principles which are not entitled to that 
character. . . .  We do not pretend that those things that are laid down 
as first principles may not be examined, and that we ought not to 
have our ears open to what may be pleaded against their being 
admitted as such. (Essays, 234) 
 



 

I see nothing in Moore that contradicts this attitude in Reid. 

 Finally, the charge of dogmatism might mean that one is not willing to give reasons for one’s 

view.  But if this charge is directed against Moore’s belief that here is a hand, then it begs the 

question against the Reid-Moore position, which is that some things can be known without being 

based on reasons.  If the charge is directed against the Reid-Moore position itself, i.e. that some 

things can be known without reasons, then the charge is false.  Reid gives many reasons for thinking 

that some things can be known without reasons, as does Moore.  

   
5. The Problem of Easy Knowledge. 

Suppose, with Reid and Moore, that I can know that here is a hand without first having to prove it.  

For example, to know that here is a hand, it is not necessary to first prove that my perceptual 

faculties are reliable.  Any such position is potentially open to the following problem: it now seems 

too easy to know all sorts of things. For example, from my knowledge that here is a hand, I can 

easily infer that I am not a brain in a vat who is merely deceived into thinking that here is a hand.  

Likewise, I may easily infer that I am not a disembodied spirit, deceived by a Cartesian demon.  The 

problem in such cases is that it seems wrong that I can come to know such things by such 

inferences. And this suggests either a) that I did not know my premise in the first place, or b) that I 

did know it, but I also knew other things, such as that my perceptual faculties are reliable, and this 

additional knowledge is part of my grounds for the inferences I actually make.20 

 A somewhat similar problem arises for a variety of contextualist theories. As Keith De Rose 

notes, many contextualist positions entail the result that, at least by normal standards, one knows 

that one is not a brain in a vat without any evidence at all.21  On DeRose’s own view, for example, we 

know because “We’re naturally disposed to reject such hypotheses as that we’re BIVs, and to 

thereby come to believe and to know (with a high degree of warrant) that these hypotheses are false, upon 

coming to consider them.”22  Now some might think that this is a problematic position, and for a 



 

similar reason as above.  That is, just as it seems that I cannot know that I am not a brain in a vat by 

inferring it from “Here is a hand,” it seems that I cannot know such a thing on no evidence at all. 

 How does the Reid-Moore position defended above fare on this issue? Here I want to defend 

two claims.  First, it is consistent with that position that I know that I am not a brain in a vat, and 

that I know this neither by an easy inference nor by no evidence at all.  Second, once we give up the 

theoretical background that the Reid-Moore position effectively refutes, it is no longer a 

philosophically interesting question whether one knows such a thing without  evidence, or by an 

easy inference, or in some other way.  Rather, this becomes an empirical question about how our 

cognition actually works. 

 So how does one know that one is not a brain in a vat, or that one is not deceived by an evil 

demon?  Moore and Reid are for the most part silent on this issue.  But a natural extension of their 

view is that one knows it by perceiving it.  In other words, I know that I am not a brain in a vat 

because I can see that I am not.  Of course this position is a non-starter if one thinks that, on the 

basis of one’s sensory experience, one must reason to the conclusion that one is not a brain in a vat 

in order to know it.  But once we have given up on the idea that perception is a kind of reasoning 

from experience, it becomes much more plausible that one could perceive such a thing. Just as I can 

perceive that some animal is not a dog, one might think, I can perceive that I am not a brain in a vat. 

 I have been defending the claim that the Reid-Moore position can give a plausible account of 

our knowledge in some problematic cases.  In particular, it allows us to say that certain cases of 

knowledge are neither known without evidence nor got by easy inference from other things that we 

know. My second claim is that, once we give up the theoretical background that the Reid-Moore 

position effectively refutes, it is no longer a philosophically interesting question how we know such 

things; that is, it is no longer philosophically interesting whether we know them without evidence, or 

by an easy inference, or by perception.   



 

 First, the theoretical background that the skeptic employs, and that Reid and Moore refute, is 

broadly rationalist.  In particular, it involves the idea that all evidential relations must be logical or 

quasi-logical.  Put another way, it involves the idea that our evidence must have some necessary 

relation (either logical or probabilistic) to the beliefs that it makes evident.  This background makes 

it plausible that our knowledge of external things, which has sensory experience as its evidence, must 

proceed by some sort of inference or reasoning from experience.  The alternative to this broadly 

rationalist view must be broadly reliabilist.  That is, if our evidence does not indicate the truth of our 

beliefs by virtue of some necessary relation, then it must do so by virtue of some contingent relation.  

And this, of course, is exactly what reliabilism says.  In short, the rejection of rationalism about 

evidence leads naturally to reliabilism about evidence.   

 And now the point is this: Once we are reliabilists about evidence, inference or reasoning is not 

so special any more.  In fact, once we are reliabilists about evidence, evidence is not so special 

anymore.  What matters is that, however we form our beliefs, they are formed in ways that are 

reliable.  Some of these ways might involve reasoning from evidence, some might involve evidence 

without reasoning, and some might involve no evidence at all.23 

 We can see that this is exactly what happens in Reid’s epistemology. According to Reid, some 

knowledge results from our reasoning faculties and some results from the faculties that give us first 

principles.  Among knowledge of first principles, some is grounded in experience and some is not 

grounded in experience.  For example, Reid thinks that it is a first principle that like causes will have 

like effects, and that this is known neither by reasoning nor by experience. (Essays, 451)  Similarly, he 

thinks that it is a first principle that our natural faculties are not fallacious, and that this too is known 

neither by reasoning nor by experience. (Essays, 447-8) Moreover, all such knowledge is equally 

good, being equally the product of our natural constitution: “The first principles of every kind of 



 

reasoning are given us by Nature, and are of equal authority with the faculty of reason itself, which is 

also a gift of Nature.” (Inquiry, 185) 

 Sometimes it is difficult to distinguish first principles from products of reasoning: 

there are some propositions which lie so near to axioms, that it is 
difficult to say whether they ought to be held as axioms, or 
demonstrated as propositions.  The same thing holds with regard to 
perception, and the conclusions drawn from it.  Some of these 
conclusions follow our perceptions so easily, and are so immediately 
connected with them, that it is difficult to fix the limit which divides 
the one from the other. (Essays, 185) 

  
Moreover, whether a given belief is the result of perception or easy inference becomes unimportant. 

This is because, whatever you call it, the thing is the result of our natural and non-fallacious 

cognitive faculties.  And as such, it has positive epistemic status. 

 Similar things can be said regarding my belief that I am not a brain in a vat.  Is such a belief 

“hard-wired,” so to speak, like the principle that like causes have like effects, or the principle that my 

natural faculties are not fallacious? Or do I perceive that I am not a brain in a vat, or do I infer it 

from what I perceive?  I have suggested that I perceive it. It is certainly possible, however, that we 

do not perceive such things, but infer them from other things we do perceive.  It is also possible that 

the belief, or something very much like it, is hard-wired.  The point is, it really does not matter much 

from the present perspective.  For if my belief arises in any of these ways, then it is the result of my 

natural, non-fallacious constitution, and therefore has its status as knowledge.  The questions that 

remain are empirical questions, regarding how human beings are in fact built, and how our cognitive 

faculties in fact operate.24 
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